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NEW 2023 GRAPHICS

The new graphics kit is made with InMold
technology
The graphics are injected directly into 
the plastic mold.
This makes them very durable and 
more resistant to abrasion.
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SELLE DALLA VALLE GREY
DIAMOND SADDLE COVER

The gray SELLE DALLA VALLE saddle cover brings the
"Factory" touch to the bike which provides increased 
strength and slip resistance properties resulting in 
increased
performance.
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NEKEN handlebar foam pad is standard equipment

NEKEN FOAM HANDLEBAR PAD
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EXPANSION TANK 

The expansion tank is fitted as standard on our 
models.
The motorcycle is truly ready to ride, without the 
need to add any options.
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STANDARD FAN

The cooling fan is fitted as standard on our 
models.
The motorcycle is truly ready to ride, without 
the need to add any options.
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EXHAUST AKRAPOVIC
(450/500)

Significant weight reduction & increased performance.
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4T EXHAUST SYSTEM 
AKRAPOVIC TITANIUM (250/300)

Significant weight reduction & increased performance.
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GALFER front brake discs. BREMBO-GALFER ultra
efficient set. Provide excellent feel, modulation 
and braking power.

GALFER BRAKE DISC
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Top quality AXP 6mm HDPE engine guard.
Protection for the engine and engine 
components as well as lower parts 
of the frame. 
This makes the bike really
ready to roll right out of the dealership.

AXP ENGINE GUARD
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KYB SUSPENSIONS

KYB adjustable shock and fork provide a
perfect compromise between performance and 
comfort.
KYB suspensions are recognized as being the best
available in today’s market.
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2T STROKE 125 2T STROKE 250-300 4T STROKE 250-300 4T STROKE 450-500
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Sabot moteur de qualité supérieure en PHD 6mm.

Une protection pour les moteur et les parties

inférieures du cadre qui rend la moto réellement

prête à rouler dès la sortie de chez le distributeur.

FORWHICH RIDER ?

Are you looking for a light, easy, fun motorcycle with strong 
performance?
Equally at home on single tracks as well as on more challenging 
courses,
the SHERCO 125 SE is the perfect partner to help you to perform and
progress in your riding skill while providing you with maximum 
pleasure.
Intended for both thrill seekers and experienced riders, the 125 
SHERCO 
is light, compact, powerful, and torquey.

SHERCO 125 SE
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Sabot moteur de qualité supérieure en PHD 6mm.

Une protection pour les moteur et les parties

inférieures du cadre qui rend la moto réellement

prête à rouler dès la sortie de chez le distributeur.

FORWHICH RIDER ?

For 2-stroke lovers, who want unconditional pleasure and power and
the explosive throttle response that only a 2-stroke can give you.
Extreme racing enthusiasts, occasional endurance riders or those who 
are
searching for performance. These engines are made for you.
The block of the 250 and 300 2 stroke motor was designed with the 
objective
of bringing pure pleasure back to the heart of our range.
An easy-to-maintain engine that works in all conditions, from 
the sea To the mountains, in the mud, the sand 
or in rocky conditions.

SHERCO 250/300 SE
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Sabot moteur de qualité supérieure en PHD 6mm.

Une protection pour les moteur et les parties

inférieures du cadre qui rend la moto réellement

prête à rouler dès la sortie de chez le distributeur.

FORWHICH RIDER ?

We know that some riders are looking for different sensations,
for compromise, and versatility. They want a motorcycle that is easy to 
ride
everywhere, one on which any rider can adapt and be able to excel in 
their riding experience.
The key words characterizing the 250 and 300 SEF are rideability,
lightness, maneuverability, and performance.
Whether you're looking to beat lap times in specials, or to ride
for pleasure, especially on any type of terrain or even for riding long 
distances,
the 250 and 300 SEF will always be the best possible choice.

SHERCO 250/300 SEF
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Sabot moteur de qualité supérieure en PHD 6mm.

Une protection pour les moteur et les parties

inférieures du cadre qui rend la moto réellement

prête à rouler dès la sortie de chez le distributeur.

FORWHICH RIDER ?

These bikes are for the riders who dream of wide-open spaces,
deep sand or streamed stages who look forward to
the weekend to fully experience their sense of freedom.
For that, there is nothing better than a motorcycle that will bring you
the feelings of power, speed, and stability.

SHERCO 450/500 SEF
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SHERCO recommends
SHERCO pictures, the company reserves the right, in order to improve its
services, to change specifications and dimensions without prior notice.
Pictures are not copy-written. There m ay be typographical errors in this 
literature. Pictures were taken abroad on private land. Photos © – J.M
Pouget / M. Font / MR. Sprang / F. Paul Creation & realisation
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